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I. Against Eeyore 

An atmosphere of gloom has fallen upon many Christians when it comes to the prospects of the 
church in America.  

It’s an Eeyore-like pessimism: We’ll never make it. We are doomed to fade, decline, and die. It’s 
only a matter of time. There’s nothing anyone can do about it.  

There are concrete reasons for this pessimism.  

The percentage of Americans claiming Christian identity drops by 1% a year, down to 70% now.  

Membership and attendance declines are common, especially for older mainline churches.  

And all of us in this area have seen the bracing sight of churches closed and even bulldozed. For 
those who love the church, especially this church, these images haunt us like nightmares.  

BUT 70% of 320,000,000 people is 224,000,000. That’s not nothing.  

And: People do still demonstrate a responsiveness to the Christian message when it is 
communicated by Christians of winsomeness and integrity.  

And: We do live in a dynamic area to which our church has natural and growable appeal.  

And: Some local churches that fit our description are growing, not declining. There is a PCUSA 
church (mainline Presbyterian) around the corner from my house. Its membership has grown 
from 777 to 973 in the last five years and its average attendance is up from 400 to 479 in that 
period.  

When I asked a dear friend of mine at that church why it is growing, he mentioned the following: 
good demography, an appealing children’s and youth program, the appeal of their School, which 
is growing from a preschool up through the elementary grades and which is fully integrated into 
the mission of their church, weekly daytime programs on their campus that attract people, rich 
Sunday morning educational programming, a range of meaningful service opportunities, a 
friendly, open, and welcoming Sunday morning experience, and an energetic, caring, thoughtful, 
and inspiring lead pastor. Well, I don’t know about that last part, but the rest of it is all in place 
or reachable with relevant changes on our side.  



So you don’t have to start a youthful megachurch to grow a church, and older multigenerational 
churches are not doomed to decline.  

God is not done with the church in general or with this church. With God’s help, by pursuing an 
appealing mission, and by doing so with excellence, we are a congregation that can grow again. I 
call on us to expect to grow again, and to plan accordingly.  

II. Measuring “Growth” By Acts 2 Parameters 

When we read through the early chapters of Acts, we get the beautiful picture of an early church 
movement enjoying explosive growth. Ever since, Christians have yearned for and sometimes 
had our own Acts 2 moments.  

Moments when the Holy Spirit of God comes upon us and we become more than who we could 
ever be on our own – more in love with Jesus and each other, more excited about offering the 
love of Jesus to our neighbors, more holy, more patient, more forgiving, more humble, 
more…more of all good things.  

Moments when the Holy Spirit shatters our human prejudices and our religious legalisms. 
Moments when the OT promise that “your sons and your daughters shall prophesy…even your 
slaves, both men and women will be filled with God’s Spirit” becomes a living reality -- in a 
congregation that is inclusive not because of an ideology but because it is responding to the Holy 
Spirit manifest in the entire community of faith.  

Moments when churchianity, or merely cultural Christianity, becomes impossible because our 
vision is filled with Jesus and only Jesus, and we are ready to follow where he leads and do what 
he calls us to do. Nothing more, and certainly, nothing less.  

Moments when people young and old begin to come to faith in Jesus and ask to be baptized or to 
be welcomed into the fellowship of the church. And the rest of us gather round and are reminded 
of our own baptisms, the promises we made that sacred day – that Jesus Christ alone would be 
our Lord, that we would live for him with all we have and every day of our lives.  

And, as in our passage today:  

Moments when we experience an increasing hunger for substantive biblical teaching, for 
Christian community, for eating and drinking and praying and laughing together (Acts 2:42); 

Moments when we experience a sense of awe and gratitude that God is at work among us, and 
that we can see his fingerprints on our lives and through our lives (Acts 2:43); 

Moments when our love for Jesus and each other becomes so radical that we voluntarily begin to 
sacrifice more and more of our stuff to serve those who need some help (Acts 2:44-45);  

Moments when unity increases and divisions fade, when we find more and more reasons to 
spend time with each other and be in each other’s homes and lives (Acts 2:46); 

Moments when heartfelt worship, mutual care, shared mission, and mutual economic 
commitment (the 4 Es) come together, leading to mutual gladness, earnest sincerity of heart, and 



an outpouring of praise to God. All of this yielding the happy notice of our neighbors, with more 
and more of them wanting to join us in being Christ’s people and pursuing Christ’s mission (Acts 
2:47).  

I believe that we can and should have an “expectation of growth” (the 5th E) because when we 
pursue Christian existence in this way it tends to bring growth – growth in the intangible but 
most important qualities of Christian community, like growing devotion to Christ, growing 
mutual love, growing moral maturity, and growing holistic service to our neighbors in love, 
justice, and mercy – which then leads to growth in the number of people who very much want to 
be a part of this kind of human community.   

And so you are invited: to a community centered on Jesus, passionate in worship, serious in 
study of scripture and Christian thought, filled with love and mutual caring, striving to become 
morally mature, eager to serve our local and global neighbors, and glad for every opportunity to 
gather together, to break bread and share life together. A community always growing, never 
satisfied, never complacent, never thinking we’ve arrived, but always on the way, on that pilgrim 
path with Jesus. Always expecting to grow…in every category of Christian discipleship. 

III. Let Me Put My Cards on the Table  

In this last part of the message I am going to put my cards on the table even more. I am going to 
tell you a little bit about how my own pilgrimage as a Christian shapes what I think our church’s 
mission should be. It is a story that will intersect maybe with some of your own stories.  

I grew up Catholic. For me at least it was a kind of nominal Catholicism – I went because my 
Mom made me. I think that the Catholic Church of that place and time was a little confused 
about who it wanted to be. And so I drifted away as a teenager. This left me with a permanent 
allergy to nominal Christianity. (Catholicism is in a much better place today, by the way.) Maybe 
some of you grew up or had a stage of vague nominal Christianity. I’m against it.  

Then I became a Southern Baptist through a dramatic conversion when I was 16. This church 
experience left me with many substantial lasting elements in my understanding of Christianity: I 
believe in the possibility of conversion (but also of a slower, incremental faith development 
process); in the need to install in our lives deep spiritual practices like daily prayer and Bible 
study; in a commitment to a process of effortful spiritual and moral growth; in a missional 
mindset in which we always are called to do good for our neighbors, including by sharing our 
faith but also by offering our love and service; and in deep commitment to the local church, its 
people and its programs.  

But this church and some later Southern Baptist churches that I got involved in also showed 
tendencies toward a hyper-rigidity in its reading of the Bible, a doctrinaire posture of certainty 
about every kind of theological doctrine, an unhelpful legalism, and sometimes an identification 
of Christianity with Christian Right politics of the Jerry Falwell variety. I became allergic to that 
kind of Christianity.  

My sojourn later took me to churches that swung far in the other direction. Afraid of rigidity in 
reading the Bible, these churches started to drift away from serious biblical study or even into a 



posture of mockery of the Bible. They became suspicious of any discussion of theology and 
Christian tradition. Their anti-legalism sometimes drifted into a rejection of asking anything of 
people in terms of spiritual practices or moral seriousness. And sometimes these churches came 
to identify Christianity with a kind of Christian or secular Left politics. And so I became allergic 
to that kind of Christianity too.  

And then of course I encountered churches in which no one seemed to have much idea of who 
the church was trying to be theologically, biblically, morally, or politically. It was just mush. 
And I became allergic to mush.  

The vision of church that I am attempting to advance here is not nominal Christianity, not 
conservative legalism, not anti-conservative antinomianism, not mushy formlessness.  

I am hoping for Acts 2 Christianity keyed to 21st century Decatur. For a church that is:  

--Christ-centered, worshipful, biblical, loving, missional, dynamic, and growing.  

--Smart and thoughtful, never underestimating the intelligence of God’s people. Open to every 
question but also able to offer some answers.  

-- theologically spacious but with all roads leading back to the Jesus we meet in the Gospels.  

--Able to transcend the earthly political and ideological divisions that so tear the social fabric of 
America.  

--Able to be a home for those perfectly happy with the results of the dramatic election campaign 
that concluded on Tuesday, those painfully unhappy, and everyone in between. That takes an 
awful lot of Holy Spirit, love, and Christian maturity. But I believe that is who we are, and can 
be.  

A church that is NOT arguing about who gets included in the community, because the answer is 
everyone – and ready to move ahead in serious Christian discipleship together.  

A Post-all-of-it church. Post that evangelicals vs. mainline Christian mess. Post that 
conservatives vs. liberals mess. Post that moderate vs. fundamentalist Baptist mess.  

Putting all of that behind us. Doing something new, and also very old, together. A church that is 
simultaneously ancient and future, rooted and visionary.  

If you are interested in this vision, join us. Or rejoin us. You are warmly invited. And we will 
expect to grow, together. Thanks be to God.  

 

 

 

 

 



 


